Leverage the McAfee Security Innovation Alliance

An open, connected partner ecosystem for a unified defense.

The McAfee Security Innovation Alliance ecosystem of partners provide specialized, tightly integrated security solutions that help our customers protect, detect, and correct threats faster and strengthen their threat defense lifecycle.

Security Innovation Alliance solutions are integrated into McAfee industry-leading technologies, covering:

- **Database security**: Safeguard vital assets
- **Advanced SIEM**: Detect, prioritize, manage incidents
- **Network security**: Defend against next-generation attacks
- **McAfee® ePolicy Orchestrator®**: Advanced, centralized security management
- **Endpoint protection**: Intelligent, adaptive, collaborative
- **Data loss prevention and encryption**: Network, cloud, endpoint
- **Cloud protection**: Hybrid, private, public
- **Data Exchange Layer**: The core of our open architecture, multivendor ecosystem
Lab-tested and certified **Security Innovation Alliance solutions** are integrated into the McAfee unified workflow management, allowing IT security operations to:

- **Quickly** on board new capabilities
- **Remediate** risk across multiple vendors
- **Reduce** required training by 50%*
- **Decrease** manual operations by 70%*

Collaborating with **150+** leading software vendors to help customers

- **Maximize** speed of security-based outcomes by sharing threat intelligence, resulting in better protection, detection, and remediation across third-party security solutions and McAfee products.
- **Increase** protection by freeing up resources to address high-priority issues and shift from a tactical response mode to a strategic, proactive mode.
- **Reduce** response time by increasing efficacy and efficiency, enabling intelligent security operations, and reducing IT complexity.

McAfee and Security Innovation Alliance partners **work better together** to help mutual customers strengthen their security environment.


* Source: Penn Schoen Berland, 2016
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